
LAXO LX
Tailor your timber equipment



Your best friend on the 
road and in the forest
We gathered together the last fifty years of timber equipment development. We then devised 
the LAXO LX modular system, which allows you to tailor your equipment exactly as you want it. 
You will be hard-pressed to find a more reliable partner in the forest.

The system is based on strong aluminium bolsters, 
reversible stanchions and hard-wearing slide plates. 
The structure is lightweight, yet reinforced at particularly 
vulnerable points in order to maximise durability. 
Tensioning the load takes place at a comfortable 
working height, making the work quick and easy.

The automatic tensioner is protected in the bolsters 
and boasts a generous tensioning length. Together 
with the LAXO hook, loading and unloading timber 
is an absolute pleasure. As you avoid having to stretch, 
this also improves your working environment – and 
what could be more important than that?

• Optimise your equipment according 
to your needs.

• Loading and unloading can be 
performed quickly and easily in 
all weathers.

• The slide plates can withstand (pretty 
much) any amount of punishment.

• The automatic tensioner is robust, 
yet easy to operate.



Five benefits of LAXO LX
Robust, smooth and flexible modular system
With LAXO LX you are getting a modular system that allows 
you to tailor each and every equipment exactly according to 
your wishes. Combine the LAXO LX50/60/90/100 and the 
LAXO Demountable crane console in the way that best suits 
you and your assignments.

Built-in automatic tensioner with quick release system
The automatic tensioner is located at a comfortable working 
height and makes the work child’s play. The generous tension-
ing length, the quick release system and the LAXO hook make 
loading and unloading easier than ever.

Low weight, no compromises
Thanks to the low weight of the equipment, you can load more 
timber without any compromises as regards function, strength 
or quality. With LAXO LX, you avoid unplanned operational 
stoppages in the forest.

Dismantle, reverse or replace the stanchions
The reversible, rigid stanchions can cope with the toughest 
challenges. Thanks to the smart attachments, you can 
dismantle, reverse or replace stanchions that have been 
damaged. You can also adjust the angle between the 
stanchion and the bolster.

Work smarter with our demountable crane console
If you demount your timber crane by the roadside, you can in-
crease both the service load and your profitability, at the same 
time as sparing your crane from bumpy roads. In other words, 
a few minutes of work can increase your load by several tonnes.

When I started working for the company some 25 years ago, 
there was already timber equipment from LAXO installed on the 
trucks. We now have seven timber trucks and work throughout 
the whole of Central Sweden, so we cover many miles of forest 
road every year. 

We are extremely satisfied with the LAXO LX concept, above all 
with the automatic tensioner, which is protected inside the bol-
ster. It’s almost impossible to damage it – even if you drive your 
timber truck straight into a ditch. You can damage the bolster, 
but the tensioner is almost impossible to break.

LAXO LX is made up of well-balanced parts that you can rely 
on – and at the right price. It is a lightweight, modular system, 
offering a good balance between weight, strength and overall 
economy that suits us down to the ground.

Patrik Larsson, Ruddammens Åkeri

“The tensioner is almost impossible to break”



LAXO goes its own way
We tend to say that we build good products for people who work with transport on 
the road or in the forest. By constantly pushing the boundaries of what is possible, 
listening to our customers’ wishes and thinking outside the box, we have positioned 
ourselves as one of the world’s foremost developers of bodies, timber equipment and 
load securing solutions.

Many of the inventions and solutions we have developed over the years have gone 
on to become the norm in the sector. When we look at imported makes today, we 
see innovations that we developed many years ago. We retain our leading position 
by incorporating flexibility, quality and profitability right from the design stage.

We build and develop
•	 Quick lock systems
•	 Skip loaders
•	 Timber bolsters
•	 Load securing systems
•	 Concrete mixers
•	 Demountable crane consoles
•	 Fixed platforms

LAXO Mekan AB
Tel.: +46 (0)19 30 56 00

E-mail: info@laxo.se
Web: laxo.se


